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This manuscript introduces a high-resolution ocean data assimilation system for
generating effective ocean state estimation with SWOT data. Authors adopt an extended
3DVAR and multi-scale data assimilation strategies, and mathematical background of
those theories are described. They also evaluate the effectiveness of assimilating along-
track satellite SSH data, and dense TS profiles obtained by an observational campaign.

In the manuscript, the current status of SWOT and its evaluation at the cross-over point
are well described, which provides readers valuable information. They also show that the
system is appropriately represent small mesoscale and submesoscale phenomena.
However, I feel that some essential information on the configuration of the data
assimilation system is missing (see major comment A), and therefore it is difficult to
understand how the adopted data assimilation strategies work in their system. And they
do not appropriately evaluate the impacts of introducing the extended 3DVAR (see major
comment B). Therefore, I recommend to publish this manuscript after a major revision.

Major comments

A) Some essential information on the configuration of the data assimilation is missing in
the manuscript. It is not clear what prediction variables in the ocean model are modified
by the data assimilation. Does the system modify only TS and SSH, or does it also modify
the velocity fields? And I did not find the description on how the DA system links the SSH
increments to the TS increments. And there is no information how the analysis increments
are inserted in the ocean model. Does the system adopt Incremental Analysis Updates or
just direct insertion? And how often does the system perform the analysis?

Also, some information is missing on the observation and background errors. For example,
I cannot find the information on the observation errors for the regular TS profiles. And,



more importantly, authors should describe how they deal with the representativeness
errors because a sophisticated setting is required for their multi-scale DA methods. For
example, the standard deviations of the small mesoscale and submesoscale variations
must be included in the representativeness errors of the regular TS profiles because the
data are assimilated as the large mesoscale observations. The background errors for the
three scales also have to be determined very carefully. These informations are required to
evaluate the results shown in this manuscript correctly.

b) The impact of extended 3DVAR is not appropriately evaluated although authors insist it
is the unique point of their system. In order to show the impacts of introducing extended
3DVAR, authors should compare the results with experiments in which a regular
observation time window is used or inflation of the observation errors due to the sampling
time errors are not applied. In addition, I would like to say that the extended 3DVAR
cannot draw full values of observation data because larger observation errors are assigned
to the data observed at the time deviated from the analysis time. It would be valuable if
authors address why the extended 3DVAR is selected instead of FGAT, which is widely
used in ocean data assimilation systems. 

Minor comments

Caption of Figure 1: It should be clearly explained that the swaths of SWOT are
depicted by the thin light brown color zones and the cross over of two swaths are
represented as the thicker light brown diamond areas.
L133: It should be mentioned that the absolute dynamic topography is calculated from
the sea surface height anomaly observed by satellite altimeters and the mean sea
surface dynamic height estimated from other sources.
L180: It would be better if authors kindly touches here that MW SST is assimilated in
this study.
L181: The subsession title “HYCOM” is confusing because “HYCOM” originally indicates
an ocean model, not the reanalysis data. I suggest replacing the title by “HYCOM
reanalysis data”.
L204: It is not adequate that an equation is referred before it is written down in the
text. Maybe “the cost function (5)” can be relaced by “A cost function that includes
integration of the prediction model”.
L235: ykot is not defined.
L239, “In equations (2) and (3), however, the prediction model is not required to be
the same model as in (3), but a different prediction model 240 can be chosen instead.”:
I do not understand what this sentence means. In my understanding, the prediction
model is just replaced by the persistence model as a simple approximation.
L235:  ykt is not defined and it is probably the same as ykot

L252: I suggest inserting “,ekm ,” after “The first term, ",ekr ,” after “the second term,
and “,ekmp ,” after “The last term”.
L290, “15-day average”: Is it running average?
L330: The small mesoscale observations include the large and small mesoscale
components. And only the small mesoscale component should be input as the
observation data into the cost function, that is, the large mesoscale component should
be removed before using it in the analysis. It may be done by reducing the observed
value by multiplying a coefficient less than one, or more practically by inflating the
observation errors. Because of this reason, I think gk should be more than 1 even for



day 0. In addition, the values of observation errors before the inflation are not shown
for the small mesoscale.
L340: How many grid points are required in the wavelength in order to represent the
wave is a kind of controversy topics. Maybe some people think two points are enough
and others insist more than three points are required. It should be nice if authors
provide some reference that endorses their three-point criterion.
L351: What “optimization of the MSDA implementation” indicates is not clear.
L416: A period is missed at the end of the line.
L430, “the MSDA-SWOT shows a significant improvement in SSH prediction.”: This
cannot be affirmed. I suggest inserting “likely” between “MSDA-SWOT” and “shows”.
L431, “The RMSD with the 2-day forecast”: Considering the typical time scale of the
oceanic variability, I feel 2-day may be too short. Authors should compare the scores
with the persistence forecasts. I also think it is very natural that this short forecast
result is better than the free run result.
L440: Considering the slow variations of oceanic fields (especially SSH fields), we
cannot say that the along-track SSH data are completely independent from the 2-day
forecast. The representativeness errors in SSH observations are generally correlated
with the same data observed 2-days before, and I think it cannot be ignored if we
consider the long time-scale of the oceanic variations.
L515, “sporous”: this must be a misspelling of “spurious”.
L544, “only in a pure linear system can observations be assimilated fully, reduce the
error in the analysis”: Although I am not sure if I understand this sentence correctly, I
think this sentence means that, only in a pure linear system, observations can be
assimilated fully and can reduce the error in analysis. I agree that observation can be
assimilated fully only in a pure system, but I think the analysis error can be reduced
even if the system is nonlinear.
L546: I agree that the reduction of the analysis errors does not ensure the reduction of
forecast errors. But in the case of the predictions in this study, I think it is very natural
that smaller analysis errors induce smaller forecast errors because the typical time
scale of ocean variations are longer than the lead time of the forecasts.
L549, “With a small analysis increment, the model performs more linearly in the time
evolution related to the increment.”: I am skeptical on this discussion. I think the total
of the large and small mesoscale and submesoscale increments is as large as the
increments of conventional DA systems. And I think the small forecast errors are just
caused by the small analysis errors.
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